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Russell Kirk was a leading figure in the post-World War II revival of American interest in Edmund Burke. Today, no one who takes seriously the problems of society dares remain indifferent to the first conservative of our time of troubles. In Russell Kirk's words: Burke's ideas interest anyone nowadays, including men bitterly dissenting from his conclusions. If conservatives would know what they defend, Burke is their touchstone; and if radicals wish to test the temper of their opposition, they should turn to Burke. Kirk unfolds Burke's philosophy, showing how it revealed itself in concrete historical situations during the eighteenth century and how Burke, through his philosophy, speaks to our age. This volume makes vivid the four great struggles in the life of Burke: his efforts to reconcile England with the American colonies; his involvement in cutting down the domestic power of George III; his prosecution of Warren Hastings, the Governor-General of India; and his resistance to Jacobinism, the French Revolution's armed doctrine. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg, OR, La Vergne, TN. Paperback.
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Reviews

Extensive information for book fans. It is written in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.

-- Otis Wisoky

This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge. You will not really feel monotony at any time of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).

-- Dr. Everett Dicki DDS